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Imagine you have an important invention, which must be tightly secured by IP rights.
Let's further assume that one of your important markets is Germany and you need strong
rights in this country. Your chances are very good to achieve this indeed.
I would like to outline one example. Your company has filed a patent application in
PCT
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Japan. Claiming the priority of this application, a PCT application is filed within one year.

PCT

To obtain a quick enforceable right a German utility model (not examined, just registered)
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is branched off from this PCT application soon after its filing. As a big advantage, several
independent claims may be drafted in one utility model thus broadening the scope of
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protection.
After 30/31 months from the priority date, the PCT application will be nationalized as

GPA

a German patent application (GPA) and regionalized as a European patent application
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(EPA). Whereas the EPA will be processed in quite narrowly defined timeframes, the GPA

EPA

will only be examined after the filing of a respective request. As this needs not to be done

EPA

GPA

before the end of seven years counting from the PCT filing date, the GPA may be held in
store, e.g., for claiming a different aspect as in the EPA and/or to see what the competitors
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Thus, at very different points in time at least three enforceable IP rights may be
PCT

PCT

are doing after the grant of the EPA.

EPA GPA

obtained for Germany, which all stem from one single PCT application. Thus, an
optimized protection for Germany may be obtained, for which the disclosure in the PCT
application is of paramount importance. Also, it is possible to branch off several utility
models from the PCT application and/or the EPA and/or the GPA, or to file respective
divisional patent applications thus widening the possibilities even more.

